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About me
I am an accomplished designer with 10 years’ experience
in planning, mixed-use, commercial, student housing,
and institutional projects. An experienced public speaker
and educator, you will find me to be a collaborative and
thoughtful personality with single-minded passion for
developing technically sound, innovative, and compelling
solutions to difficult problems.
I believe a fruitful creative process is fueled by the
crosspollination of inter-disciplinary dialog&knowledge
and introspective thought. Great architecture is founded on
singular vision but realized through considerable collective
effort. Great architects must be able to suss the depths of both
group and individual consciousness to look beyond program
for purpose. Architecture should create mechanisms to
strengthen healthy human activities and inspire creativity and
life.
A successful architecture provides an environment from which
people derive regeneration, nourishment, inspiration, and
growth through a synthesis of the science of building and art
of human condition.

contact info
phone: 202-906-9544
email: tim.bertschinger@gmail.com
Website: timbertschinger.com
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JANELIA RESEARCH CAMPUS
APARTMENT A

2012 vsaia award of honor
2012 DC|aia - Washingtonian award

N

The 82,000-sf apartment building is located
on the Howard Hughes Medical Institute Janelia Farm Research Campus in Ashburn, VA.
The campus, a former farm outside of Washington DC is maintained as a beautiful rural

reserve on a bluff overlooking the Potomac.
The signature research building, designed by
Raphael Vinoly, is half-buried into the bluff.
The apartment building (in red) is situated a
short walk from the Institute’s laboratories.

SITe & landscape

composition

The building is organized linearly from southeast to northwest. The building’s mass can
be described as having a continuous spine
around which four “pods” are arranged. Eight
degree bends along the spine create visual
interest, shorter daylighted hallways, and pri-

vate views. A 16’ concrete podium supports
three residential levels, while providing covered parking. A portion of the ground level
also serves as a lobby and social space. Two
stair towers at the end elevations mark the
garage entrances and act as beacons at night.

section through two-story lobby

gene sequence

exterior

The building’s skin is composed of a combination of cementitious and metal panels. Low
natural riverstone walls on the ground floor
anchor the building to its site while screening
parking. Six by nine foot covered and screened
balconies punctuate the facade and offer private outdoor space for residents. The fenestra-

tion along the building’s spine is assembled in
a grid pattern, while the metal paneled “pod”
sections feature narrow windows in a complex
array suggestive of a gene sequencing strip.
While cost and equity dictated that units be
standardized, the designers made sure that this
regularity did not translate into a static facade.

elevations

stacking and floor
organization

The ground level features parking and common spaces including a large community
room. A communicating stair joins this level
with the second floor lobby leading to a bridge
accessing playing fields to the south. All unit
types stack, and the layout is repeated on each

of the three residential floors. Service spaces
are organized efficiently at the residual spaces created by the staggered offset corridors.
As required by code, three fire stairs are provided, located at the ends of the building and
at the three-quarter point on the north end.
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landscape plan

ground/2nd floor common area composite plan

ground floor common area
axionometric
The building’s residents have access to a community room that opens to a large bluestone
patio. The space is designed for intimate
gatherings as well as larger events, and includes a focal gas fireplace, a catering kitchen,
and restroom facilities. One of the building’s

signature spaces is the double-height glass
vestibule that doubles as a mailroom. The
vestibule threshold leads to an elevator lobby and a centerpiece communicating staircase between the ground floor common
areas and second floor lobby and bridge.

common areas

The building’s 60 apartment units include 24
one bedroom and 36 two bedroom units, identical but for the extra bedroom. Ten foot ceilings, floor-to-ceiling windows and the shallow
units maximize light. The layout allows living
spaces to be aligned in a loft-like configuration
along the exterior wall while core functions

including kitchen, bath and storage run along
the interior corridor wall. The enfilade arrangement of dining, living and bedroom, built-in
elements, and glass partitions unifies this partially open zone. The continuity of these open
spaces is reinforced by wood floors, while ceramic tile flows through the service spaces.

UNIT interiors

JANELIA RESEARCH CAMPUS
APARTMENT B

This is the second phase of a two multi-family residential buildings on campus at
Howard Hughes Medical Institute’s Janelia Research Campus, this building provides
86 apartment units in a 94,787-sf, 5-story building for visiting research scientists and
lab directors. Apartment B is carefully located relative to Apartment B to create more
private space between the buildings for the use of residents. The second building accommodates an equivalent square footage in a smaller footprint by adding a 5th floor.

site plan

building layout
Similar to Apartment A, the ground level features parking and a large
entry lobby space with resident mailboxes located off the garage. A
communicating stair joins the ground floor level with the second
floor lobby leading to a bridge accessing the central courtyard area.
The building provides three main unit types with the largest located
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at the top floor. Two common lounges are provided near the center
of the building at the 3rd and 4th floors with the 4th floor lounge being double height. Bends in the corridor provide generous day lighting of common spaces with views to the outdoors. Common spaces
throughout have ten foot clear ceilings and floor to ceiling glazing.
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typical floor plan

b-type unit axon

Unit B

03-06-14

LIVING
BEDROOM

W/D

4th floor common lounge plan

CLOSET

KITCHEN/DINNING

BATHROOM

MECH.

The unit mix is comprised of 81 small efficiency (A-type) units for
single or lower income employees and 5 higher end two bedroom
(B-type) units for lab directors as well as visiting VIPs. Efficiencies
feature custom designed built-in furniture, walk-in closets, full kitchens, and washer/dryer combos. Two bedroom units have large well
lit spaces in an open plan arrangement with spectacular views of

CLOSET

the campus and Potomac Valley watershed. High end kitchens open
into the living/dining spaces which abut a large, open to air, terrace
with natural wood finishes. Bathrooms continue the honest and natural materiality consistent to the project (Buildings A+B). All units
have 10’ clear ceiling heights and floor to ceiling glass giving each
spectacular views, connectivity to site, and abundant natural light.

unit layouts

project images

net-zero energy
residence

The inaugural project for WDG’s Special Projects Initiative this demonstration project was taken on to celebrate the 75th anniversary for the firm. Conducted in
cooperation with a private client and The Catholic University of America’s School of Architecture the project started early 2013 with a 4 student design studio
led by myself and Eric Liebmann to conduct research
and develop the basic design of a net-zero energy
5,700-sf, 4-story, 4 bedroom, 4.5 bath rowhome sited
at 1912 35th Street NW, Washington DC. The home
is designed to the Passive House Institute standard.
Energy modeling was primary conducted using both
the Open Studio and WUFI platforms to determine
predicted energy usage and photovoltaic array size.
The envelope is a pressure equalized cladding system
with continuous insulation. Glazing has been carefully selected to optimize solar heat gain. Spaces are
laid out on an open plan with a large two story living
room opening directly onto a sustainably landscaped
backyard. A roof deck provides stunning views of
Washington DC set within the PV Array. The project
will be open to the public for tours after completion.
The project is currently filed for permit with the city and
ARTA Construction has been signed to build the home
with a projected early 2015 start date. This project is
on track for LEED for Homes Platinum certification.
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building section

15/16"
1" GALVANIZED STEEL ZGIRT LOCATED AT
NICHIHA CLIP
NICHIHA CLIP AT Z-GIRT

4 1/2"

VARIES
ZIP SYSTEM FLASHING
TAPE APPLIED BEHIND
CLIP

3.5" CASCADIA CLIP
FIBERGLASS RAINSCREEN
SPACER
3.5" ROXUL CAVITYROCK DD
BUILDING INSULATION
1/2" ZIPBOARD
INTEGRATED AIRBARRIER SHEATHING

1'-6" O.C.

NICHIHA ILLUMINATION
SERIES 18"X72"
HORIZONTAL PANEL

typical wall section

framing diagram

street elevation

TYPICAL U.S. HOME ENERGY USAGE
In 2009, the average U.S. home consumed:

11,319

34.6% of total home
energy was used on
Appliances, Electronics
and Lighting

kWh of electricity.

6.2% of total home
energy was used on
Air Conditioning

DC residents as a whole, consume

10 billion kWh of electricity each year.
That is enough electricity to power both
Nationals Stadium and the Verizon Center until

2511

Calculation based on
information provided
by each facility
regarding annual
electricity
consumption.

Our plan?
LED LIGHTING

Increase in home efficiency by implementing the
following techniques and technologies:

PHOTOVOLTAIC PANELS

45%

EXTENSIVE GREEN ROOF
HIGH EFFICIENCY APPLIANCES

30%

25%

25%

INSULATION
VALUES

WINDOW
QUALITY

LOW-FLOW PLUMBING FIXTURES
RAINWATER
HARVESTING

ON-SITE POWER
GENERATION
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capital vista - proposal

site a - 255-unit condo/apartment building

site b - 170-key hotel

site c - 296-unit apartment building

Capital Vista is a proposal for a DC RFEI for two city properties located
off H street NW near the site of the new Walmart in downtown DC. The
larger of the two city sites sits on top of an existing parking garage spanning I-395 as it cuts through downtown just north of the new Capital
Crossing project. Our proposal suggests the use of Cobbs Park as part of
the proffer adding additional area to be developed along Massachusetts
Avenue. Taking a 130’ height limit from Mass. Ave. allows this site to yield
much better density despite the site also spanning the 395 tunnel which
drives a requirement for above grade parking. As an exchange for ad-

ditional city properties our proposal also provides for a new recreational
park and sports field to the north to be developed as part of Site C which
sits on top of the existing garage. The three proposed components of
the design are a 13-story, 255-unit apartment/condo building with top
floor duplex units along Mass. Ave (Site A), a 170 key-hotel along New
Jersey Avenue (Site B), and a 296-unit apartment building along 2nd
Street on top of an existing garage spanning I-395 (Site C). This project
required extensive coordination of existing conditions with a structural engineer and GC providing pre-construction services to the client.

imminent bloom
2012 DC|AIA + AIA MARYLAND
UNBUILT AWARD

An innovative residential site and building design directly responding to the pressures of environmental
challenges and increasing populations; providing
architecture that is restorative, flexible, and unifying.
Sited in Queens, our solution proposed a large
scale infrastructure levee project creating a new
nodal master-planning element for the reclamation
and protection of at risk areas of New York City.
The building plugs into a proposed tidal canal and
floodplain wetlands system providing ecological
remediative and restorative functions to the NYC
coastlines. The base of the building presents flexible
work/industrial/commercial spaces to accommodate productive economic and ecological activities
for the residential community above. Facilities provide distributed water desalinization and treatment
as well as power generation capabilities on site.
The residential tower above is designed as a single
loaded skip stop tower with a mix of amenity and coop farming activities opposite residential units. To
encourage residents to stay in the city as they marry, raise families, and return to empty nesters, units
are designed to expand and contract absorbing the
revenue generating co-op farming space, providing
a model for flexible growth and encouraging the
development of community identity and ownership
of building, neighborhood, and city by residents.
This project won 2014 Unbuilt Awards for both
the DC and Maryland Chapters of the AIA

DC Housing
Authority
Headquarters

In response to a District RFP this project proposes a new DC
Housing Authority Headquarters for the current DCHA HQ
site while adding a substantial development creating a revenue
generating vehicle for the department. The project is comprised
of a 800-unit apartment building constructed in two phases
to allow for the concurrent occupation of the current DCHA
HQ and construction of the replacement. The first phase delivers 50,000sf on a ground and second floor for the new DCHA
HQ as well as approximately 200 apartment units. The second phase later delivers an additional 600-units of apartment

housing with 30% of the total delivered units being affordable
housing units. In addition to apartment and office space the
project also delivers 25,000-30,000sf of retail space to the
NOMA area. Phase 2 includes a large public plaza in line with
the NOMA BID plan for a north south pedestrian connector
through the block. With several different conditions including a
significant frontage on North Capital Street this project was designed to incorporate a number of different material treatments
and levels of architectural embellishment establishing itself as
a contextual, yet modern addition to the NOMA neighborhood.

VIA AEQUALITAS

2011 aia yaf ideas competition 1st place

elevated ground plane
typical building plan

A proposal for a Tokyo Olympic Village developing a framework for multiscalar architectural plasticity responsive to
the myriad characteristics of the human condition with an
emphasis on Universal Design and sustainable legacy use.
Buildings break from an orthogonal grid, creating dynamic interstitial spaces of varying scale and character. On the east side
of the site these pockets become parks, engaging the water and
providing green space for the city, while west side pockets are
more urban in nature, allowing the existing urban fabric to infiltrate the site. The location of the site at the edge of the urban
context eliminates the need for thru streets, which limits vehic-

ular traffic on the site by bringing cars directly into structured
parking or loading areas. This encourages experiences at the
human scale and allows for more refined control of movement,
scale, and experience. Instead of viewing the building envelope
as a barrier between indoor and outdoor space, we investigated
ways to interweave the two. This resulted in a system of pedestrian streets located between buildings that link the ground
plane to the elevated ground plane. These “Vias” are lined with
retail and community functions, providing equity of access
to residents and creating a more granular sense of neighborhood. Landscape and hardscape plazas run down the middle
of each via providing moments of rest along the gradient.

use diagram

via axon
site circulation

residential program
Two types of dwelling modules were created for Olympic
mode- a 4 person and a 6 person unit. These modules easily transform to create a mix of one, two and three bedroom
units in legacy mode by the manipulation of interior walls.
When transitioning, walls are repositioned to create larger
bedrooms and additional program spaces not necessary to
the Olympic program. Community and outdoor space and
vertical circulation are located throughout the buildings and

are celebrated by large expanses of glass. This allows for visual connections that enable the occupant to perceive where
they are within the larger context. The result of this design
investigation is a new kind of urban fabric that weaves together social, economic, and environmental issues creating
a space that integrates the disparate diverse experiences that
make city living exciting into a continuous experience that allows the any urban dweller to easily access and enjoy them.

health and human
services headquarters

A proposal for a headquarters for the Department of Health and
Human Services as solicited by the GSA, this project was discontinued when the GSA withdrew their RFP during the recession.
This proposal provided more than 500,000sf of office space plus
conference facilities, cafeteria, child-care space, lobby, and a 1,250
space detached parking garage for HHS employee use. The proj-

ect was designed in accordance with Federal antiterrorism standards as a progressive collapse structure with detached lobby/
security pavilion. Buildings are clad predominantly in precast,
blast resistant panels with a random pattern later used at the Army’s ATEC HQ at Aberdeen Testing Grounds. The 11-story north
and 8-story south buildings are connected by a 7-story glass link.

Route 1 - planning study
umd college park

This is a quick one week study done for UMD evaluating the impact of regional infrastructural improvements along Baltimore
Avenue – Route 1 as it passes through University of Maryland’s
College Park campus, including the purple line and upgrades to
intersections at Paint Branch Parkway and Rossborough Drive.
These improvements provide an opportunity to create strong connections to a large portion of campus area long isolated by heavy
traffic along Route 1. This study proposes a phased plan for the
development of an Innovation District east of Baltimore Avenue
in an area now used primarily for campus services and storage.

phase 1 (hotel)

phase 2 (new classroom buildings)

phase 3 (innovation district)

phase 4 (route 1 retail)

The introduction of signature classroom buildings at the intersection of Paint Branch Parkway and Baltimore Avenue establishes a
modern branding element for the University. The campus entry is
then further reinforced by the introduction of a campus visitors
center a the intersection. In addition to the use of various traffic
calming measures, pedestrian connections to the Innovation District are further reinforced by a sinuous bridge connection formally
integrated to the visitors center and derived from existing pedestrian networks. Following phases build out the Innovation District
and create further presence along Baltimore Avenue / Route 1.

prince frederick hall - umd

west grace hall - vcu

oakland hall- umd

seagull hall - salisbury university

plaza lofts 22 - hyattsville, md

1801 reston avenue condos - reston, va

aloft hotel - national harbor, md

8300 wisconsin avenue - bethesda, md

capital plaza ii - Washington, DC

100 + 70 I street - washington, dc
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